MINUTES

Meeting

West Howe Regeneration Partnership Board

Date

Tuesday 18 July 2017

Time

2pm – 4pm

Location

Oak Academy

Chair

Gary Josey

Attendees
Sue Bickler, BBC
Simon Bull, B2026
Brian Duffy, Dorset Police
Guy Nicholas, Dorset Police
Cllr Norman Decent, BBC
Deri Payne, Oak Academy
Jo Fry, BBC
Diane Humphries, WHCE
Mike Darby, BBC

Gary Josey, BBC
Martha Searle, BBC
Susan Mc Adie, PHD
Heidi Flory, BBC
Seamus Doran, BBC
David Mc Arthur, DWP
Ted Taylor, Resident
Cllr Jane Kelly, BBC

Apologies
Medi Bernard, BBC
Carole Aspden, BBC
Julie Munson, BBC

NO
1

Sam Crowe, Public Health
Cllr Roger Marley, BBC
Martyn Underhill, Dorset Police

AGENDA ITEM AND ACTION

ACTION
BY
WHOM

WELCOME AND APOLOGIES (BC)
GJ welcomed everyone to the meeting and introductions were
made. GJ has taken over chairing the meeting from Bill Cotton –
new to the Board but knows West Howe well.
Apologies were received as recorded above.
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MINUTES OF LAST MEETING (BC)
DM mentioned that Winton Job Centre is closing on the 2nd October
2017. It will relocate to the Bournemouth Job Centre. There was
discussion about how this might impact people locally – Board
requested that at the meeting after next it will receive feedback on
the impact of this move in relation to West Howe residents. Views
to be taken at the Job Club.
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DH / DM

NO

AGENDA ITEM AND ACTION
MS gave an update on the Wellbeing leaflets which the last Board
requested is produced regularly rather than as a one off. This has
been achieved, with some contribution from advertisers, e.g. BH
Live. Board members were asked to identify other potential
advertisers.

ACTION
BY
WHOM

All

The reallocation of hanging baskets funding to Welcome to West
Howe signage is progressing with the signs about to be installed.
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Young Peoples focus (SB) Update on progress
SB updated the Board on progress. Unfortunately, as CA is leaving,
plans to bring stakeholders together to focus on improving outcomes
for young people has not happened. SB will secure contact details
and work with colleagues in Children and Young Peoples service to
hold this event after the summer.
GJ explained how Housing / Building Maintenance are open to
offering young people work experience and apprenticeships and
flexible in the approach. Jenny Mauger-Garry can be contacted to
discuss these opportunities.
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Skills (SB) Howe Inspired / Wellbeing
SB presented the report. There is now a range of provision (see
Wellbeing Booklet attached) funded from the Board with good take
up. The numbers engaged are high – GJ estimated that amount per
head is @ £45 representing extremely good value for money.
Sustainability is now crucial. WHCE has managed to stretch the £40k
investment (as per the report) but ongoing funding is still required.
External funders are being considered.
DM mentioned other provision, contracted by DWP / European
funded that might be able to work with WHCE, e.g. Best (BBO
funding), Shaw Trust (ex-offenders), College (ESA contract). Plus
youth provision through BBO (Ansbury / SWRAC) SB / DM to discuss
further.

SB

MS

DH

SB / DM

All partners to consider potential future funding options.

All

Public Health has been also helping WHCE to develop an evaluation
framework which will be extremely helpful for future funding bids –
vfm to be included.

SB

TT and SM also gave an update on the Diabetes peer support group,
which came out of the “Model of Care” work last year. The group
has started to meet, mainly includes older people. Most were made
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NO

AGENDA ITEM AND ACTION
aware of this from a text from their GP. It will be facilitated by PH
for 6 months then reviewed in September.
SD to consider including this in the report to Housing Tenants to
promote.
MS updated on progress of the Wellbeing provision. A short written
report was circulated (attached) providing some examples of the
impact of this work on those who have taken part. MS requested
assistance with identifying “clients” and volunteers for the MIND
project.
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Finances (SB/MS)
SB updated on the activities under this theme. CAB run weekly
surgeries. Wyvern Credit Union could provide a service locally but
this would need a significant number of volunteers. A meeting will
shortly be held with Lloyds bank who want to provide volunteers to
support people re digital and financial inclusion. Report back to be
provided at the next Board.
GJ mentioned that Nationwide have a Community Fund that may be
of use.
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ACTION
BY
WHOM
SM
SD

All

SB
SB

Place
Cunningham Crescent project update (MC)
MS presented her document - Co-producing Cunningham Crescent’s
future. This takes forward the work carried out in 2014/5 on a
Visions for Physical Regeneration (attached) MS is inviting people to
join a core group who will stay engaged and act as ambassadors
throughout the project. Board members were asked to suggest other
groups who need to be added to the list of invitees. Transport,
Schools and Friends of the Common were mentioned. A name for
this project will need to be identified.

MS

3P’s GN from Dorset Police introduced himself. He mentioned the
spirit of West Howe has been amazing since the sad deaths of 2
young people during last year. The 3ps still meet up regularly,
tackling identified issues and gaining the confidence of residents,
leading to more intelligence being passed on. ASB is dropping. Drugs
being tackled through Operation Salmon. He is starting up a
Consequence scheme and will be trying to encourage
Responsible Reporting, as low tolerance levels result in
inappropriate reports to the Police. Neighbourhood disputes seem to
be increasing.
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Fernheath Sports have just had a further £50k funding bid
approved. Still awaiting letter of intent re a lease from the Council
to support funding bids. GJ has provided an email but Legal
document required.
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ACTION
BY
WHOM
GJ

B2026 FUNDING (SB)
SB advised that the Board has an allocation of £30,000 from B2026 –
the final allocation from that source.
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Adult Services- developing more joint working (SB)
SB has met the Director of Adult and Children’s services, to explore
aligning our work. CJK has also spoken to Cllrs Crawford and Green
who are also interested in encouraging more collaboration.
Dementia and Learning Disabilities issues to be explored. SB to
follow this up and try to identify appropriate Board member.
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AOB
DM offered to arrange an open day for armed services, cadets,
police – should partners be interested.
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SB

All

Date of next meeting
Thursday 19 October 2017
9:30-11:30 am
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